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When cartoonist Bill Watterson announced that his phenomenally popular cartoon strip would be

discontinued, Calvin and Hobbes fans throughout the world went into mourning. Fans have learned

to survive -- despite the absence of the boy and his tiger in the daily newspaper. It's a Magical

World delivers all the satisfaction of visiting its characters once more. Calvin fans will be able to see

their favorite mischief maker stir it up with his furry friend, long-suffering parents, classmate Susie

Derkins, school teacher Miss Wormwood, and Rosalyn the baby-sitter. It's a Magical World includes

full-color Sundays and has it all: Calvin-turned-firefly waking Hobbes with his flashlight glow;

courageous Spaceman Spiff rocketing through alien galaxies as he battles Dad-turned-Bug-Being;

and Calvin's always inspired snowman art. There's no better way for Watterson fans to savor again

the special qualities of their favorite strip.
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Bill Watterson is the creator of Calvin and Hobbes, one of the most popular and well-regarded

cartoon strips of the twentieth century. Calvin and Hobbes appeared in newspapers from November

1985 until Watterson&#39;s retirement in 1995.Online: gocomics.com/calvinandhobbes/

The last year of Calvin and Hobbes was and is excellent. This eBook edition of It's A Wonderful

World captures it perfectly. It is designed for your tablet to be held sideways and has good

resolution, even when zoomed in. This was my first CnH eBook and a test of whether I should buy



more. I will. I have been a fan since the beginning and am glad I can finally own copies that will

remain in perfect condition no matter how many times I read them.

My grandson is a huge fan of Calvin and Hobbes so naturally he loved this gift.

I have always LOVED Calvin & Hobbes! Have really missed them since he stopped doing the

syndicated comics in newspapers. So when I saw this book, I HAD to get it! Enjoying it so much!

As if Calvin and Hobbes needs a review. You came here for a reason. Buy the damn book. It's just

as good as you remember. If you've never read it, it's just as good as they say.

Calvin and Hobbes is great! Fantastic book

I bought this for my boyfriend thinking it would be a good collection of panels. I was right!First off,

this book is visually appealing, the front and back pictures in contrast with the white background is

stunning. I had originally planned on giving this as a Christmas gift 3 months from now but after

seeing it I decided that it must be enjoyed immediately.After leaving the room for a while I came

back to see my boyfriend reading this book and scraps of torn up paper were littered all around him.

I had to shake my head and laugh when my eyes found the book and more of those same scraps of

paper were sticking out from the tops of the pages. He had bookmarked all his favorite panels and

boy were there a lot of them.My favorite part was the very last panel, THE very last panel of Calvin

and Hobbes' adventures.. at least on paper.

Another classic Calvin and Hobbes book. My daughter is getting into comics and we did't have this

one yet so we gave this to her for Christmas. She's super happy that she has her OWN C&H book

now. She liked that it started out with a Susie story. She also liked the Rosalind + Calvinball story

line.

My 9yo son and I never get tired of these books. He reads them over and over
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